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JAW BONE TECHNOLOGY & SIDE SHIELD

ATTACHABLE STRAP

WITH EXTRA LENSES & WITHOUT JAW BONE

ADJUSTABLE NOSE PAD AND TEMPLES

Change both appearance and functionality of the glasses 
with the supplied jaw bone and side shield.

Make sure that your glasses stays in place with the adjusta-
ble neck strap that is included.

Change the lenses according to the weather condition. Using 
the correct lenses increases the visibility significantly.

Customize your glasses for best fit. Adjustable temples and 
nose pad for best comfort.

TRACKER OZON 9024 // 100% UVA and UVB protection // Unbreakable Polycarbonate lenses // The 
frame is made of Grilamid (TR90) that provide high flexibility and low weight // One extra pair of con-
trast lenses // Attachable side shields // Adjustable friction rubber nose pad // Adjustable temple tips 
in rubber wire core //  20mm strap // Hard protective case with pockets for extra lenses // Cleaning 
cloth // Complies with European standard EN ISO 12312-1:2013

With Tracker Ozon we take Tracker to the next level. The same unique features, uncompromi-
sing in performance, design and flexibility. The lens is larger than the one on Tracker, which 
gives more coveredge and maximize the protection against the sun. With the detachable 
side shield you are able to ad even more cover in extreeme conditions. Tracker Ozone is 
suited for outdoor sports where you are exposed to very strong sunlight like high altitudes, 
but works just as well in the city or while sitting at an outdoor café. The glasses can be 
used as full or half frame, through the removable and replaceable part of the front so called  
”Jaw bone”.

UNCOMPROMISING STYLE AND VERSATILITY FOR OUTDOOR 
ACTIVITIES. TRACKER OZON OFFERS A UNIQUE COMBINATION 
OF INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND FLEXIBILITY.
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